I am a software engineer at Facebook. Prior to this, I worked for a technology start-up in the San Francisco Bay Area.

I graduated with a PhD in Computer Science from the University of California Berkeley (UCB). I did my undergraduate studies at IIT Madras, India, from where I received a Bachelor of Technology degree in Computer Science. Most of my schooling was at Bhavan’s Vidya Mandir, Girinagar in India, though I spent my early school years in Kuwait.

My father Dr. P.S Joseph and my mother Dr. Thresiamma are both scientists residing in Cochin, India. My elder brother, Dr. Deepu Joseph and family currently reside in Columbus, Ohio.

Links:

1. My Blog: The Ex-CS Grad Student

2. FRYNC. - FRIend sYNC is a Friend Relationship Management app (Android) that reminds you to actually speak to the people you care about, in accordance to a frequency you set for each of your friends & family.